Abstract -The paper considers the processes of interaction between electrical, magnetic and mechanical parts of electromechanical vibratory impact systems. The impact energy exchange accompanied by kinetic energy transfer into deformed medium is analyzed. It is shown that this process is related to the energy loss when impact masses are deformed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromechanical vibratory systems with electromagnetic excitation are applied in different engineering areas for implementation of many technological processes in industry [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Development of mechanisms and machines on the base of electromagnetic vibratory drives are deeply considered in [5] .
Synchronous electromagnetic impact machines wherein the striker motion frequency is multiple of the voltage pulses from power source are highly efficient for low-frequency impact technologies [6] .
The existing procedures for calculation and design of electromagnetic machines are mostly based on static approaches. Hence it is difficult to use these procedures in the analysis and synthesis [7, 8] . Therefore it is necessary to execute the dynamic design with respect to many interrelated factors depending on power loss, motion velocity, frequency, and magnetic material nonlinear characteristics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
II. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Some variants of synchronous impact electromagnetic machines with short analysis of interaction between electrical, magnetic and mechanical systems are considered in [6] . Reciprocating motion of the impact mass is similar for many types of machines. Fig. 1-6 show the variants of synchronous impact electromagnetic machines schemes and the respective diagrams of the striker travel x, the winding voltage u and the current i.
The windings are powered by a 50 Hz single-phase source. In Fig. 2-6 The electromagnetic synchronous machine impact unit ( Fig.1) combines the magnetic and mechanical elements: tool -1, striker (forming the impact mass) -2, magnetic core -3, reverse spring buffer -4, inertial converter heavier than striker combined in some cases with the reverse spring buffer -7, magnetizing winding -5 ( Fig. 1) or travel magnetizing winding -5 and reverse magnetizing winding in Fig. 2-6 . The existing engineering solutions in such machines help to achieve the synchronous mode stability. Among single winding schemes the synchronous electromagnetic machine with a twosided free running-out of the striker has been brought into practice (Fig. 1) .
The scheme of this machine was applied in handheld impact tools MC-15, MC-16.
The total operating cycle of the machine impact unit consists of voltage periods, providing synchronous impact ) and operating cycle duration c 0, 04s t = . The machine is powered by a single-phase source through a half-period rectifier. The striker travel towards the tool is executed by winding electromagnetic forces and the spring buffer elastic force. The reverse is made only by winding electromagnetic forces. Two-winding schemes are distinguished by wider capabilities of operating cycle implementation.
Synchronous impact electromagnetic machines with the striker spring and inertial reverse became the mostly used in practice (Fig. 2) . The striker reciprocal motion is synchronized by voltage half-waves of alternate polarities generated by the half-wave rectifier at constant electromagnetic forces acting on the striker. Impact frequency and current can be reduced in the synchronous machine with a free running-out of the striker in the travel winding (Fig. 3) . It is also possible if a free runningout of the striker takes place in the reverse winding (Fig. 4) .
The striker gets necessary kinetic energy from three current pulses during one total operating cycle. To increase machine impact power the control method has been proposed. The essence of this method is in applying the first two voltage half-waves of opposite polarities to the reverse winding and the third half-wave to the travel winding. Such half-wave sequence is periodic one with no pause between cycles (Fig. 5) .
The scheme in Fig. 5 is not similar to the schemes in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In this variant synchronous impact frequency is 2000 min ) and operating cycle duration is с 0, 03s t = .
Fig . 6 shows the operating cycle with a free running-out of the striker in the travel and reverse winding. The free runningout is implemented by the pause between half-waves applied to the travel and reverse winding when the striker is moving mechanically towards the spring buffer or the tool [15] . In the proposed control method both windings are use twice per one operating cycle, and the striker accumulates necessary kinetic energy from current pulses. If an impact is partially elastic, only some part of striker kinetic energy is transferred to the tool and then to the deformed medium. Other part of this energy returns back to the mechanical vibratory system during the striker idle mode, and it is partially spent on deformation and heating, leading to kinetic energy loss.
The amount of energy transferred to the deformed medium and the amount of energy returned back to the mechanical system depend on medium properties, impact system parameters and parameters of the force impulse acting on the medium. When an electromagnetic vibratory impact system is simulated, it is important to take into account force impulses interaction if the impact is partially elastic and kinetic energy loss takes place.
III. THEORY
The design diagram in Fig. 7 allows one to understand the impact interaction process between the striker and deformed medium and helps to estimate the influence of different parameters of the electromechanical vibratory impact system on the energy transfer. The direct central impact of two bodies consists of two steps: before the impact and after it. Such process division allows deriving striker and tool mass centers velocities after the partially elastic impact:
where 1 v , 2 v are correspondingly the striker and tool mass centers velocities before the impact,
v are correspondingly the striker and tool mass centers velocities after the impact, v is the velocity of the mass center if the impact is perfectly inelastic, r k is the velocity recovery factor.
With respect to the momentum conservation law the mass center velocity for the perfectly inelastic impact is:
If it is assumed that the tool velocity 2 0 v ≈ at the impact time moment, then with respect to (1) and (2), the striker and tool mass center velocities after the impact are:
( )
The impact causes the striker reverse. Hence the striker bouncing from the tool has the velocity 1 0 v ≤ .
The striker bouncing factor is a function of impact system parameters with respect to the velocity sign:
The function Fig. 8 describes the impact system parameters influence on deformation with respect to kinetic energy loss. The plot in Fig. 8 shows the striker velocity after the impact (bouncing velocity) relative to the striker velocity before the impact. 
When the striker is bouncing, the kinetic energy returned to the mechanical system is:
The effective work produced by an electromagnetic motor is impulsive. If the recovery factor is constant, it can be estimated through the striker kinetic energy transferred to the tool during the impact:
The kinetic energy loss during the impact is:
is the striker kinetic energy before the impact.
The impact energy transfer efficiency factor with respect to kinetic energy loss on deformation is: energy transferred to the deformed medium relative to the total striker kinetic energy over the operating cycle is stated in Fig. 9 . 
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Simplifying interrelations between parameters of the electromechanical impact system limits capabilities of the exact dynamic analysis and synthesis of such systems operating only in transient modes with kinetic energy loss.
The dependences reflecting the influence of the parameters of the impact system with kinetic energy loss on deformation and incomplete recovery of volumes of impact masses have been established for the impact energy exchange accompanied by kinetic energy transfer to the deformed medium.
